Tumor suppression by ARF: gatekeeper and caretaker.
ARF is a vital tumor suppressor and its loss contributes significantly to cancer. The frequency in which ARF is mutated, deleted or silenced is second to the loss of p53. The most documented and widely accepted activity of ARF is mediated through its activation of the p53 transcriptional program by inhibiting MDM2 function. However, several lines of evidence have surfaced demonstrating that ARF possesses p53-independent functions. One of these p53-independent functions is ARF's regulation of the E2F family. The E2F/DP transcription factor is critical for cell cycle progression. The balance between activator and repressor E2Fs regulates the expression of E2F target genes and thus cell proliferation as well as other cellular functions such as checkpoint, chromosome assembly and repair. Through its ability to bind directly to DP1, ARF can cause dissociation of both activator and repressor E2Fs. While the regulation of the activator E2Fs is related to cell cycle arrest, there is evidence that the regulation of the repressors, E2F4 and E2F5, is significant in maintaining genomic stability.